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Ever dreamed of a fun family vacation and ended up with bored, complaining kids instead? NOW! Get the secret to a fun, relaxing--and educational--family trip in New York City... Yes, with the kids! ★ New York City travel guide and activity book in one! Enjoy a new family adventure in NYC! ★ With Kids' Travel Guide - New York City Your kids will become the family tour
guide! They enjoy fun facts, challenging tasks, useful tips, coloring pages, and exciting quizzes. There will be no boring moments in your New York vacation... Watch as your kids become little experts about New York City: the relevant history, what the city looks like, the transportation system, and many fun and fascinating facts about the city. Your little tour guide will
take you through New York City attractions ... Be sure to visit the best sites for kids: The amazing Central Park, the famous Empire State Building, the one and only Time Square, and many magnificent bridges and museums--plus all the fun things to do in NYC! From planning and packing to returning home. The New York City guide and diary will become a souvenir of your
travel that the whole family can treasure for a lifetime. You, the parents... All you need to do is to find an available bench and relax. And, of course, enjoy your New York City vacation while you enjoy your active children. ★ Make this book an even more special and exciting gift for your kids ★ Add one of our MY MAPS series of posters for kids! Choose the USA poster map,
the world map, or a package of both. With the dry-erase pens (included), kids write their names, what countries and states they've been to, and which ones they want to visit. They answer quizzes and enjoy a special place to write about and capture their adventures. A perfect companion to any of the Kids' Travel Guide books! For more USA travel guides and lots of fun
and enrichment: "Kids' Travel Guide - USA"--all about the USA, no matter which area or city you visit. "Kids' Travel Guide - USA & New York City"--everything about the USA and things to do in New York City combined in one book. Even more adventures with Kids' Travel Guides to Spain, Germany, Australia, Japan, China, Thailand, France, Paris, Italy, Rome, San Diego, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Washington, DC, United Kingdom, London, and many more destinations... Your kids can discover even more cities and countries around the world with FREE downloadable activities, coloring pages, tips and special offers at theFlyingKids.com. Grab a copy of the most fun, educational, and interesting travel guide for kids and enjoy a new family
adventure! FlyingKids® makes your family travel more fun, enriching, and unforgettable.
Add to the adventure with this Travel Guide and Activity Book just for kids. Kids will create lasting memories of their trip with this unique guidebook. A colorful and fun interactive book filled with information about your destination including top places to see and things to do, historic sites, neighborhoods to explore, cool museums, and more.
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the most out of your trip to Los Angeles?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational, interesting and engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children will
have their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.In Kids' Travel Guide - Los Angeles your kids will enjoy:- Top sites recommended in Los Angeles. Leonardo provides kids with interesting information, challenging tasks, fun tips, and exciting quizzes in every site. - Background information on Los Angeles: its relevant history, how it looks, its transportation system, and
many fascinating facts about the city.You, the parent, are invited to participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your active children. You may also be interested in the Kids' Travel Guide - USA, which focuses on the basic background of USA: its geography, flags, American culture and much more... For your convenience, you can also purchase both
guides in one combined book.
Together with Leonardo, their own tour guide, your kids will have so much fun discovering London-its history and geography, famous landmarks and transit-and exploring the best London sites for children. Leonardo makes it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special tasks, and colorful activities.
A Journey Through Every Country in the World
All You Need to Know When Traveling With Kids
Kids Love Ohio
The Fun Way to Discover San Francisco-Especially for Kids
United Kingdom
Kids' Travel Guide - USA
Kids' Travel Guide - USA and San Diego

Explore What Jesus Shared in the Sermon on the Mount!Jesus left no doubt that being a Christian can be hard; but because of Gods promises, each of us can experience his blessings. These 13 Sunday school lessons help kids discover a wealth of wisdom about how to live a life full of blessingseven when things get tough. And theyll learn
firsthand about all the wonderful ways God shows his love in their lives, no matter the circumstances.All of the hands-on sessions include loads of Scripture, activities, and mementos to help kids learn for a lifetime. Plus, you get heaps of easy teacher tips and extra creative options to make the most of your sessions. Pack your bags and
buckle up for an adventure full of surprises with Jesus!
The Kids' Travel Guide series takes children from kindergarten through 5th grade on life-impacting explorations that engage them with activities, stories, prayer, and much more. Each of the seven themed Kids' Travel Guides includes 13 imaginative, interactive Bible lessons. Lead your Sunday school or midweek program on a travel adventure
packed with fun activities, creative options, and take-home pages that kids tuck into their very own travel journals. Lead your children's church, Sunday school or midweek program on a 13-week Scripture-based exploration of the Fruit of the Spirit in Kids' Travel Guide to the Fruit of the Spirit. Children will learn about expressing God's love to
others through caring actions and healthy attitude, with the help of God's Spirit. This travel expedition incorporates prayer, teaching activities, illustrative stories, and time for personal application. Additional Features include: Tour Guide Tips: Ideas teachers can use to adapt the lesson for different ages. Items to Pack: Supplies and props for
the journey. Scenic Routes: to give you more creative options for kids. Fun Facts: Jokes and interesting tidbits related to the lesson. Reproducible Handouts: Games, and journal "souvenirs". Kids' Travel Guide Series includes: Kids' Travel Guide to the Beatitudes (9781470704230) Kids' Travel Guide to the Lord's Prayer (9780764425240) Kids'
Travel Guide to the 10 Commandments (9780764422249) Kids' Travel Guide to the Parables (9780764470134) Kids' Travel Guide to the 23rd Psalm (9780764425240) Kids' Travel Guide to the Fruit of the Spirit (9780764423901) Kids' Travel Guide to the Armor of God (9780764426957)
Going on a family vacation to France or just want to learn more about this amazing country? Make sure you get the most out of the trip with France - Travel For Kids Dinobibi and Ben will join you in every step of the journey. You will have so much fun discovering France- its history, geography, flags and symbols, wildlife, culture and more!
Whether preparing for a vacation, or simply wanting to learn about France, this book gives you all you need to know, fun places to visit, tasty food to try, and fun, interactive pop quizzes throughout. Come join Dinobibi and Ben on an adventure and DISCOVER France!.
Take children on exciting journeys of fun and adventure through the Ten Commandments. Each of these 13 lessons includes departure prayers to prepare children's hearts, adventuresome activities to help children apply Bible points, and souvenirs to let children take home what they've learned. The last lesson shows children how all the Ten
Commandments lead them to the cross, and helps explain salvation to young minds.
Kids Love I-75, 3rd Edition
Kids Enjoy the Best of San Francisco with Fascinating Facts, Fun Activities, Useful Tips, Quizzes and Leonardo!
A Travel Guide to Heaven for Kids
Kids' Travel Guide - France & Paris
France
Kids' Travel Guide to the Lord's Prayer
Kids' Travel Guide - Los Angeles

The Kids' Travel Guide series takes children from kindergarten through 5th grade on life-impacting explorations that engage them with activities, stories, prayer, and much more. Each of the seven themed Kids' Travel Guides includes 13 imaginative, interactive Bible lessons. Lead your Sunday
school or midweek program on a travel adventure packed with fun activities, creative options, and take-home pages that kids tuck into their very own travel journals. The world is a scary place, but God is greater than it all! Kids' Travel Guide to the Armor of God is the newest edition of the
Kids' Travel Guide series taking your kids on a 13-week Scripture-based exploration of the armor of God. Lead them to have a faith so bold they'll be able to stand firm in the midst of terrifying or unclear situations. Children will explore how to be strong in the decisions they make and in
relationships with others. It's an exciting travel experience with pit-stops on prayer, self-discovery, and spiritual commitment. Additional Features include: Tour Guide Tips: Ideas teachers can use to adapt the lesson for different ages. Items to Pack: Supplies and props for the journey.
Scenic Routes: to give you more creative options for kids. Fun Facts: Jokes and interesting tidbits related to the lesson. Reproducible Handouts: Games, and journal "souvenirs". Kids' Travel Guide Series includes: Kids' Travel Guide to the Beatitudes (9781470704230) Kids' Travel Guide to the
Lord's Prayer (9780764425240) Kids' Travel Guide to the 10 Commandments (9780764422249) Kids' Travel Guide to the Parables (9780764470134) Kids' Travel Guide to the 23rd Psalm (9780764440052) Kids' Travel Guide to the Fruit of the Spirit (9780764423901) Kids' Travel Guide to the Armor of God
(9780764426957)
Did you know that flags are actually pictures that send a message to everyone who sees them? In The Flag Book you'll uncover the hidden meanings of flags- from country and state colours to flags used in sports, on ships and aeroplanes, and by the most dastardly of Caribbean pirates.
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the most out of your trip to San Diego?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational,
interesting and engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children will have their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.With Kids' Travel Guide - San Diego your kids will enjoy:- Top sites recommended in San Diego. Leonardo provides kids with interesting information, challenging
tasks, fun tips, and exciting quizzes in every site. - Background information on San Diego: its relevant history, how it looks, its transportation system, and many fascinating facts about the city.You, the parents, are invited to participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you
enjoy your active children. You may also be interested in the Kids' Travel Guide - USA, which focuses on the basic background of the USA: its geography, flags, American culture and much more... For your convenience, you can also purchase both guides in one combined book.
Together with Leonardo their tour guide, your kids will have so much fun discovering Paris-its history and geography, the French culture and language-and exploring the best Paris sites for children. Leonardo makes it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special tasks,
and colorful activities.
Amazing World Atlas
A Parent's Guide to Exploring Fun Places in Ohio With Children...Year Round
Kids' Travel Guide to the 23rd Psalm
The Fun Way to Discover Italy-especially for Kids
Kids' Travel Guide - UK & London
No Matter Where You Visit in the USA - Kids Enjoy Fascinating Facts, Fun Activities, Useful Tips, Quizzes and Leonardo!
Kids' Travel Guide - United Kingdom

Discover hidden castles, a whistle factory, and Ohio history come to life! Over 800 "kid-tested" sites to visit all over Bicentennial Ohio. Author parents actually research, write and publish books from a "Mom & Dad's" point of view. Our travel guides save parents time and money...Time, researching for ideas that are "kid-friendly"...Money, because most sites are
inexpensive. The authors and children have become the family that "vacations for a living"!
KIDS LOVE I-75 - An Organized Family Travel Guide to Exploring the Best "Kid-Tested" Places Along I-75 - from Michigan to Florida. Travel just minutes off the interstate to explore lands of mighty bridges and misty swamps. Meet cowboys and Indians, authors and inventors. Discover fun factory tours or ride the rails past parks & pioneers. Hunt through caves and romp
around playful forts. Or, hang out with sly sharks or towering dinos! We'll tell you exactly how to find unique landmarks and favorite pit stops, too. Make spontaneous or planned sidetrips and get to know your favorite destinations better! All on a tight budget of time and money. Family-Friendly Navigation - 400 kid-tested attractions, restaurants and family lodgings on
maps with detailed reviews later in the chapter. 91 maps (20 miles per page) showing every attraction, food and lodging facility worth exiting the highway for. 100 Kid's Playlands & 30 rest stops, too!
The Kids' Travel Guide series takes children from kindergarten through 5th grade on life-impacting explorations that engage them with activities, stories, prayer, and much more. Each of the seven themed Kids' Travel Guides includes 13 imaginative, interactive Bible lessons. Lead your Sunday school or midweek program on a travel adventure packed with fun activities,
creative options, and take-home pages that kids tuck into their very own travel journals. Jesus loves and watches over kids! At school. At home. On the soccer field. At the doctor's office. Anywhere! Use Kids' Travel Guide to the 23rd Psalm to share this promise of God's provision and protection and to lead your children in a discovery of every promise in Psalm 23.
When kids feel unsure, lonely, worried, or confused, they can take comfort in knowing "The Lord is my Shepherd". Additional Features include: Tour Guide Tips: Ideas teachers can use to adapt the lesson for different ages. Items to Pack: Supplies and props for the journey. Scenic Routes: to give you more creative options for kids. Fun Facts: Jokes and interesting tidbits
related to the lesson. Reproducible Handouts: Games, and journal "souvenirs". Kids' Travel Guide Series includes: Kids' Travel Guide to the Beatitudes (9781470704230) Kids' Travel Guide to the Lord's Prayer (9780764425240) Kids' Travel Guide to the 10 Commandments (9780764422249) Kids' Travel Guide to the Parables (9780764470134) Kids' Travel Guide to the
23rd Psalm (9780764440052) Kids' Travel Guide to the Fruit of the Spirit (9780764423901) Kids' Travel Guide to the Armor of God (9780764426957)
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the most out of your trip to San Francisco?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational, interesting and engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children will
have their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.In Kids' Travel Guide - San Francisco your kids will enjoy:- Top sites recommended in San Francisco. Leonardo provides kids with interesting information, challenging tasks, fun tips, and exciting quizzes in every site. - Background information on San Francisco: its relevant history, how it looks, its transportation
system, and many fascinating facts about the city.You, the parent, are invited to participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your active children. You may also be interested in the Kids' Travel Guide - USA, which focuses on the basic background of USA: its geography, flags, American culture and much more... For your convenience, you can also
purchase both guides in one combined book.
Travel for Kids: The Fun Way to Discover France
Kid's Travel Guide to Boston
Kids' Travel Guide - USA and San Francisco
Kids' Travel Guide - San Diego
Kids' Travel Guide - Italy
Parents' Travel Guide Paris
Bringing the World to Life
Going on a family vacation to UK or just want to learn more about this amazing country? Make sure you get the most out of the trip with United Kingdon - Travel For Kids Dinobibi and Rosie will join you in every step of the journey. You will have so much fun discovering UK - its history, geography, flags and symbols, wildlife, culture and more! Whether preparing for a vacation, or simply wanting to
learn about UK, this book gives you all you need to know, fun places to visit, tasty food to try, and fun, interactive pop quizzes throughout. Come join Dinobibi and Rosie on an adventure and DISCOVER United Kindom!.
Kids' Travel Guide to the Fruits of the SpiritGroup Pub Incorporated
The Kids' Travel Guide series takes children from kindergarten through 5th grade on life-impacting explorations that engage them with activities, stories, prayer, and much more. Each of the seven themed Kids' Travel Guides includes 13 imaginative, interactive Bible lessons. Lead your Sunday school or midweek program on a travel adventure packed with fun activities, creative options, and takehome pages that kids tuck into their very own travel journals. Kids' Travel Guide to the Lord's Prayer takes kids on journeys filled with stories, activities, ideas, and fun as they travel through the power of prayer. In 13 lessons, you'll use Jesus' guide to prayer to show children how God relates to them, and how they can relate to God! Additional Features include: Tour Guide Tips: Ideas teachers can
use to adapt the lesson for different ages. Items to Pack: Supplies and props for the journey. Scenic Routes: to give you more creative options for kids. Fun Facts: Jokes and interesting tidbits related to the lesson. Reproducible Handouts: Games, and journal "souvenirs". Kids' Travel Guide Series includes: Kids' Travel Guide to the Beatitudes (9781470704230) Kids' Travel Guide to the Lord's Prayer
(9780764425240) Kids' Travel Guide to the 10 Commandments (9780764422249) Kids' Travel Guide to the Parables (9780764470134) Kids' Travel Guide to the 23rd Psalm (9780764425240) Kids' Travel Guide to the Fruit of the Spirit (9780764423901) Kids' Travel Guide to the Armor of God (9780764426957)
Family vacations are fun! Both parents and children are excited, and memories from the vacation last for life. But we all know that traveling with kids is never easy, and it is hard to find those fun family moments in between all the challenges and logistics. With Parents' Travel Guide - Paris, let all your worries about where to stay, how to travel, and what to do disappear! We provide everything you
need to know to pack up your suitcases and see the majestic sights of the most romantic city on the planet—with the entire family. This extensive guide to the most exciting places in Paris takes away any surprises traveling with a pack of children may present. Parents' Travel Guide provides a seven days itinerary that caters to parents and children, including visits to the most important monuments,
how to explain their significance to the kids, and how to avoid the long lines—so you don't have to worry about planning a single moment! For every step of your vacation, you will find dining options, clearly marked maps, and even French phrases to make your family's time in the City of Lights fun and exciting. Get the most out of your family travel! More from FlyingKids:• Kids' Travel Guide – The
Special Series for your kids. Complete with games and fun facts, the Kids' Travel Guide series parallels the Parents' Travel Guide. Your children will have their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo. He will give your children fun games, fascinating activities, important tips, and “did you know” information. Kids' Travel Guide – Cities series: Paris, Rome, San Francisco, Los Angeles and more to
come. Kids' Travel Guide – Country series: France, Italy, USA and more to come. • Looking for more tips how to best plan your next family vacation? Looking for ideas how to entertain the kids during the long drive? Would you like to join our forums in various family travels issues? Visit us @ www.theflyingkids.com
Kids' Travel Guide to the Parables
Kids' Enjoy the Best of the USA and the Most Exciting Sights in Los Angeles with Fascinating Facts, Fun Activities, Quizzes, Tips and Leonardo!
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The Fun Way to Discover Paris-Especially for Kids
The Travel Book
Kids' Travel Guide to the Beatitudes
The Flag Book

Before you plan your family’s next excursion, get some help from a travel professional⋯and your kids! The Kid’s Guide series lets the kids help plan your trip and guides you as you explore your destination. Inside you’ll find kid-tested tips on where to go, where to eat, what to see, and where to get the best souvenirs. Along the way, your kids will be
engaged by reading and sharing fun acts and cool travel tips. Awesome games and quizzes keep the family entertained! Fun for both visiting and local kids!
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the most out of your trip?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational, interesting and engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children will have
their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.This special edition combines the benefits of both the Kids' Travel Guide - USA and the Kids Travel Guide - Los Angeles. Your children can have fun and learn about the USA in general, and the attractions of Los Angeles specifically, in one combined book!In Kids' Travel Guide - USA & Los Angeles your kids
will enjoy:- Basic information about France: its geography, flags and symbols, and interesting history, as well as American culture - including customs, language, and even food. Don't worry ... Leonardo delivers all this information in a very interesting and colorful way.- Top sites recommended in Los Angeles. Leonardo provides kids with interesting
information, challenging tasks, fun tips, and exciting quizzes in every site. - Background information on Los Angeles: its relevant history, how it looks, its transportation system, and many fascinating facts about the city.You, the parent, are invited to participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your active children.
A new family adventure is waiting for you in the United Kingdom. Regardless of which city or part of the country you plan to visit, make sure your kids get the most out of the trip with the Kids' Travel Guide - United Kingdom. All about United Kingdom, especially for kids: its geography, flags and symbols, and fascinating history, as well as British culture,
food, and even unusual expressions and superstitions. Leonardo, your kid's tour guide, will take the kids to a journey in United Kingdom and make it interesting with fun fact, "juicy information," quizzes, special tasks, kid's diary, and coloring pages. You, the parents, are invited to participate, or to find an available bench and relax your vacation in United
Kingdom while your kids learn and enjoy. When you return home, the guidebook and diary will become a souvenir of your travel that the whole family can treasure for a lifetime. Fun, educational, interesting and engaging your kids in the family vacation. For more United Kingdom travel guides and lots of fun and enrichment: Kids' Travel Guide - London--all
about London and the top attractions for kids. Kids' Travel Guide - United Kingdom & London--everything about United Kingdom and beautiful London combined in one book. More adventures with Kids' Travel Guides to the USA, Thailand, France, Paris, Italy, Rome, New York, San Francisco and many more destinations... *Get SPECIAL PROMO CODE in
FlyingKids' website: www.theflyingkids.com* FlyingKids makes your family travel more fun, enriching, and unforgettable.
Together with Leonardo the tour guide, your kids will have so much fun discovering New York City-its history and geography, famous landmarks and attractions-and exploring the best sites for children. Leonardo makes it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special tasks, and colorful activities.
Kids Enjoy the Best of the USA and the Most Exciting Sights in San Diego with Fascinating Facts, Fun ... Leonardo!
Kids' Travel Guide to the Armor of God
Kids' Travel Guide - London
Travel Guide for Monsters
An Organized Family Travel Guide to Exploring the Best Kid-Tested Places Along I-75 - From Michigan to Florida
Kid's Travel Guide to New York City
Kids Travel Guide - USA and Los Angeles
Together Leonardo their tour guide, your kids will have so much fun discovering Thailand-its history and geography, flags and symbols, food and culture, and even some useful words in Thai! Leonardo makes it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special tasks, and colorful activities.
PLAN 68 GREAT DAYS WITH KIDS. Local mom Kathryn McKay has handpicked 68 simply fabulous things to do in and around D.C. with a child in tow. You'll look at old favorites in a new light, from the Lincoln Memorial to the Smithsonian American Art Museum--and blaze new trails all over town, from the International Spy Museum to the Claude Moore Colonial Farm at Turkey Run. Every page is loaded with fun facts and helpful
information. Each entry includes: * Insider tips * Way-cool trivia every kid will love * Kid-friendly snack spots * Age-appropriateness * Admissions, phone numbers and web sites
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the most out of your trip?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational, interesting, and engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children will have their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.Kids' Travel Guide - USA
is useful for your children regardless of which city or part of the USA you plan to visit. Kids' Travel Guide - USA focuses on basic information about The USA: its geography, flags and symbols, and interesting history, as well as Thai culture - including customs, language, and even food. Don't worry ... Leonardo delivers all this information in a very interesting and colorful way - through special graphic design, activities, and fun facts
and tasks.You, the parent, are invited to participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your active children. You may also be interested in the Kids' Travel Guide - San Francisco, Los Angeles or San Diego, which focuses on the top attractions for children in the city. Leonardo takes your kids to each of these top sites, interests them with fun facts, gives them tips and quizzes, and challenges them with tasks and
activities.
Kids will create lasting memories of their trip with this unique guidebook. A colorful and fun interactive book filled with information about your destination including top places to see and things to do, historic sites, fun neighborhoods to explore, cool museums, day trips, maps, and unique foods to try
Kids Enjoy the Best of Los Angeles with Fascinating Facts, Fun Activities, Useful Tips, Quizzes and Leonardo!
Washington, D.C.
The Fun Way to Discover the UK & London--Especially for Kids!
Kids' Travel Guide - Paris
Kids Enjoy the Best of New York City with Fascinating Facts, Fun Activities, Useful Tips, Quizzes and Leonardo!
Kids' Travel Guide - San Francisco
A Fun World Travel Guide for Kids
Soon after his popular A Travel Guide to Heaven was published, bestselling author Anthony DeStefano recognized that children also have many questions about heaven. In celebration of the tenth anniversary of that book, Anthony wrote this fun-filled, action story about a little boy named Joey who gets to take a
whirlwind tour of heaven with his guardian angel, Gabby. Artist Erwin Madrid’s stunning illustrations bring the story to life, showing heaven to be a place where everyone is happy, the animals all get along, and God’s glory is more amazing than anything Joey had ever seen in his whole life. This long-awaited
children’s edition will quickly become a favorite for the reader and the child alike. Imagine the comfort and peace children will experience when they hear about this incredible place God has prepared for them.
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the most out of your trip?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational, interesting and engaging your kids in
the family vacation.- Your children will have their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.This special edition combines the benefits of both the Kids' Travel Guide - USA and the Kids Travel Guide - San Francisco. Your children can have fun and learn about France in general, and the attractions of San Francisco
specifically, in one combined book!In Kids' Travel Guide - USA & San Francisco your kids will enjoy:- Basic information about France: its geography, flags and symbols, and interesting history, as well as American culture - including customs, language, and even food. Don't worry ... Leonardo delivers all this
information in a very interesting and colorful way.- Top sites recommended in San Francisco. Leonardo provides kids with interesting information, challenging tasks, fun tips, and exciting quizzes in every site. - Background information on San Francisco: its relevant history, how it looks, its transportation system,
and many fascinating facts about the city.You, the parent, are invited to participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your active children.
Taking your monster on a road trip this summer? Or letting your favorite beast tag along on a family beach vacation? Wherever you and your monster are traveling, Travel Guide for Monsters is full of essential tips to help you both enjoy the sights from coast to coast--and avoid monster-related mishaps.
Explore 13 of Jesus' "greatest hits" parables. Lead kids K-5th grade on a 13 week exploration of the parables that will help them understand what God wants of them.
Kids' Travel Guide - New York City
Kids' Travel Guide to the Fruits of the Spirit
Especially for Kids! New York City Travel Guide and Activity Book in One. with Coloring Pages, Fun Fact, and Surprises for Kids
Kids' Travel Guide to the Ten Commandments
The Kid's Guide to Boston
Kids' Travel Guide - Thailand
A Must Have Travel Book for Kids with Best Places to Visit, Fun Facts, Activities, Games, and More!

Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the most out of your trip?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational, interesting and
engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children will have their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.This special edition combines the benefits of both the Kids' Travel Guide - USA and the Kids Travel Guide - San Diego. Your children can have fun and learn about the USA in
general, and the attractions of San Diego specifically, in one combined book!With Kids' Travel Guide - USA & San Diego your kids will enjoy:- Basic information about the USA: its geography, flags and symbols, and interesting history, as well as American culture - including customs, language,
and even food. Don't worry ... Leonardo delivers all this information in a very interesting and colorful way.- Top sites recommended in San Diego. Leonardo provides kids with interesting information, challenging tasks, fun tips, and exciting quizzes in every site. - Background information on
San Diego: its relevant history, how it looks, its transportation system, and many fascinating facts about the city.You, the parents, are invited to participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your active children. Join FlyingKids community - www.theflyingkids.com your one-stop shop for information on family travels.
Teach your child about Mexico’s history, food, and culture with Travel Bug! Travel Bug loves to explore the world and wants you to come along! He’s like Peppa Pig—excited about the world and everything in it! In this book, Travel Bug travels to Mexico and learns about the exciting country.
From their spicy foods to their ancient Aztec pyramids, Travel Bug explains everything in a child friendly way. And kids feel part of the adventure with Travel Bug talking directly to them. ***Perfect for Preschoolers 3-5 years old!*** This book includes: • Bright and colorful pictures kids
will love • Fun facts about Mexico • Easy to read words for kids • 2 free books (Just go to the website inside the book!) Get the book and go on an adventure with Travel Bug today!
Going on a family vacation to Paris? Make sure your kids get the most out of the trip with the Kids' Travel Guide - San Francisco. Together with Leonardo, their very own tour guide, your kids will have so much fun discovering San Francisco--its history and geography, famous landmarks and
attractions--and exploring the best sites for children. Leonardo makes it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special tasks, and colorful activities. Leonardo will join your kids in every step of the journey, from packing at home to seeing the sights in San Francisco.
And when you return home, the book will become a souvenir of your trip that kids can treasure for a lifetime. For more fun and enrichment: Kids' Travel Guide - USA--all about the USA, no matter which area you visit. Kids' Travel Guide - USA & San Francisco--everything about the USA and
beautiful San Francisco combined in one book.
Together with Leonardo, their tour guide, your kids will have so much fun discovering Italy-its history and geography, flags and symbols, food and culture, and even some useful words in Italian! Leonardo makes it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special tasks, and
colorful activities.
The Fun Way to Discover Thailand-especially for Kids
Travel Bug Goes to Mexico
Kids Enjoy the Best of the USA and the Most Exciting Sights in San Francisco with Fascinating Facts, Fun Activities, Quizzes, Tips and Leonardo!
Kids Enjoy the Best of San Diego with Fascinating Facts, Fun Activities, Useful Tips, Quizzes and Leonardo!
The Fun Way to Discover London-especially for Kids
The Fun Way to Discover New York City-Especially for Kids
Travel for Kids: The Fun Way to Discover UK - Kids' Travel Guide
Going on a family vacation to London? Make sure your kids have a great time exploring the United Kingdom and exciting London with the Kids' Travel Guide - UK & London. This special edition combines the highlights of both the Kids' Travel Guide - United Kingdom and the Kids' Travel Guide - London. Together with Leonardo, their very own tour guide, your kids will have so much fun discovering the
UK--its history and geography, its food and culture, and even some of its unusual expressions and superstitions. And they'll get to know all about the city of London and the best sites for children. Leonardo makes it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special tasks, and colorful activities. Leonardo will join your kids in every step of the journey, from packing at home to seeing the
sights in London. And when you return home, the book will become a souvenir of your trip that kids can treasure for a lifetime. You can also purchase books focusing on the city of London or the countries of the United Kingdom separately: Kids' Travel Guide - London--all about London and the best sites for kids. Kids' Travel Guide - United Kingdom--all about the UK, no matter which area you visit.
FlyingKids makes your family travel more fun, enriching, and unforgettable. Get lots of information on family travel at www.theflyingkids.com.
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the most out of your trip? Special travel guide especially for your kids! - From planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and knowledge about the places you visited. - Fun, educational, and interesting engages your kids in the family vacation. - Your children will have their very own kid-friendly tour guide,
Leonardo. Kids' Travel Guide - the guide focuses on basic information about France and Paris: its geography, flags, symbols, and interesting history, as well as French culture -including customs, language, and even food. Don't worry ... Leonardo delivers all this information in a very interesting and colorful way -through special graphic design, activities, and fun facts and tasks. You, the parents, are
invited to participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your active children.
850 images. 230 countries. One complete picture. This third edition of Lonely Planet's bestselling coffee table favourite is now available in paperback - and will continue to delight, inspire and inform travellers of all ages.
Finally, Lonely Planet has made the Atlas kids have been waiting for! With 160 pages of illustrated maps, engaging infographics, mind-blowing photography and a large dose of humour, this is the atlas that shows kids aged 8 and up what the world is really like.
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